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1. Suggested discussion points [two or three issues you consider the Trust Board should focus on]
The Trust is very confident that it will achieve the H1 plan. It has now been confirmed by
NHSEI that H1 will not be a “hard close” and the Trust will be monitored against the full
2021/22 financial plan. At the time of writing the formal guidance and detailed financial
envelope for H2 is still awaited, but in headline terms the H2 settlement is reasonable.
At the end of month 5, the Trust is reporting a small surplus of £103k, which is £652k better
than the Plan. It has now been confirmed that SWB will receive nearly £5.4m in Elective
Recovery Funding for Q1, none of the benefit of which is reflected in the year to date numbers
(due to uncertainty around receipt until recently). Any headroom achieved in H1 will almost
certainly be required to manage risk in H2. The key areas of focus for H2 will be winter
planning alongside Covid related costs, elective recovery, and ongoing efficiencies.
The BVQC programme has identified £10.5m of in year savings (FYE £10.8m). These are mainly
transactional in nature and all have had a QIA – and more than meet national efficiency
requirements for the year.
Excluding MMUH the Trust is £4.4m behind the capital plan year to date, but is still forecasting
to plan. NHSEI will be seeking assurance in the coming months that that position is achievable,
particularly as the system seeks central PDC and CRL for other issues. There will also be an ICS
review of all Trusts’ capital programmes and forecasts during October.
Cash balances remain strong at £61.2m.
2. Alignment to our Vision [indicate with an ‘X’ which Strategic Objective this paper supports]
Our Patients
Our People
Our Population
X To cultivate and sustain happy, X
To be good or outstanding in
To work seamlessly with our
everything that we do

productive and engaged staff

partners to improve lives

3. Previous consideration [where has this paper been previously discussed?]
Finance and Investment Committee: IC 24th September 2021
4. Recommendation(s)
The Trust Board is asked to:
a. NOTE and DISCUSS the contents of the report
5. Impact [indicate with an ‘X’ which governance initiatives this matter relates to and where shown elaborate]
Trust Risk Register
x 3688, 3689
Board Assurance Framework x SBAF 9, SBAF 10
Equality Impact Assessment
Is this required? Y
N
If ‘Y’ date completed
Quality Impact Assessment
Is this required? Y
N
If ‘Y’ date completed

SANDWELL AND WEST BIRMINGHAM HOSPITALS NHS TRUST
Report to the Public Trust Board: 7th October 2021
Finance Report Month 5 2122
1.

Introduction or background

1.1

This report describes the key issues in relation to financial performance year to date
against the 2122 H1 financial plan.

2.

Income and Expenditure

2.1

The Trust is on track to deliver break even performance against a break even plan for
H1.

2.2

Pay costs have reduced in August following an increase in July driven by bank and
agency usage and enhanced rates in response to operational pressures. Substantive
funded establishment is 7,241 wtes, 6,968 after vacancy factors and planned CIPs. 6,470
substantive wte were worked in Month 5, with just over 1,000 bank and agency wtes
engaged. The Trust was therefore c521wtes over funded establishment. 161wte are
directly attributed to Covid.
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2.3

Favourable variance to plan driven by reserves and Covid expenditure reducing (in
Month 5, the Trust reported £1.1m of Covid expenditure, £2.23m per month average in
Q3 2021). To support H2 planning the Trust will be completing its winter planning
incorporating expected costs associated with Covid. Some funding is available for this.
We will also include an assessment of inflationary cost pressures associated with nonpay, a risk increasingly faced by us all. This will include specifically the contractual risk
exposure associated with energy cost inflation.

2.4

It has been confirmed recently that the Trust will receive £5.3m (see Annex 3) of
Elective Recovery Fund relating to Q1. Year to date performance and forecast outturn
for H1 are the same as the system does not expect to earn significant ERF in Months 4, 5
or 6 due to operational challenges and more stretching performance trajectories. None
of the benefit of this is reflected yet in the Month 5 position, as it had not been
confirmed at the time of closing the books.

2.5

The draft H2 guidance proposed that the ERF funding would continue into H2, with the
likely monthly trajectories being at 95% of the 2019/20 monthly values.

2.6

H2 settlement remains unclear at the time of writing, with formal guidance expected by
the time of the Trust Board. Draft guidance included






H2 system envelopes are based on H1 levels adjusted for higher efficiency
requirements, specific capacity funding (linked to non-elective activity and
maternity growth) and inflation. As a minimum the efficiency target for H1,
0.28% will be increased to 1.1% for the year and there is an additional targeted
efficiency requirement which varies by system, yet to be confirmed for BCWB
ICS. In addition, the Covid allocation will reduce by 5% (£700k for SWBH).
The Elective Recovery Funding (ERF) will continue into H2, with an expectation
that the monthly targets remain at 95%. To support this there will be £0.5bn of
capital made available. The Trust has placed bids for these funds. There is also
some revenue available, but values and route unclear at time of writing this
report.
H1 and H2 will be a single period and so any upside/downside from H1 will carry
forward into H2.

2.7

It is likely that the Trust will require headroom to manage risk over the winter period.
The extent to which is not known.

2.8

The Trust has signed up to a financial risk share agreement with ICS partners, as it did in
2021. This is a significant development in the maturity of the ICS and includes principles
such as working collaboratively to deliver the balance across the system, and that no
organisation can be in surplus if another is in deficit. Whilst this in theory assists the
Trust with management of any potential risks over winter, it also means the Trust may
be asked to support others.

3.

Capital and Cash

3.1

Please see Annex 2 for detail. The 2122 capital programme has got off to a slow start,
and whilst the Trust is still forecasting to plan, the credibility of this will have to be
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tested before a more formal forecast at Month 6 reporting. This is particularly
important as the ICS has sought and gained support for projects via emergency PDC and
CRL cover from the region. To then underspend against the control total would not be
viewed favourably. The MMUH plan reflected the most recent approved cash flow plan
from Balfour Beatty, and has not yet been updated until a new plan is approved. The
detail of this is covered elsewhere in Board business.
3.2

The cash balance at the end of 2020/21 financial year was £71.405m. Of this, £26.230m
was funding being held for payments due in April on the MMUH scheme. The Trust is
forecasting that cash will reduce to c£26m by the end of the financial year, based on an
expected breakeven I&E performance. Year to date cash is on plan and at the end of
August balances were £61.2m.

3.3

BPPC performance is tantalisingly close to the required 95%. The improved performance
can be seen in the graph below. The Trust has implemented a number of key actions to
deliver the 95% target for both value and volume

4.

Recommendations

4.1

The Trust Board is asked to:
a. Note and discuss the contents of the report

Dinah McLannahan
Chief Finance Officer
29 September 2021
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Annex 1: Key Financial Headlines
Annex 2: 2122 Capital Programme
Annex 3: Elective Recovery Fund
Annex 4: Statement of Financial Position
Annex 5: Financial Risks
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